General

Introduction

1. What is the name of your team?
   SMART_JaCaMo

2. Who are the members of your team? Please provide names, academic degrees and institutions.
   Tabajara Krausburg (PhD Student at PUCRS)
   Rafael C. Cardoso (PhD, currently Postdoctoral Research Associate at University of Liverpool)
   Débora Engelmann (MSc Student at PUCRS)
   Vitor Peres (MSc Student at PUCRS)
   Vágner Gabriel (PhD Student at PUCRS)
   Juliana Damasio (PhD Student at PUCRS)
   Rafael H. Bordini (PhD, currently Associate Professor at PUCRS)
   Jomi F. Hübner (PhD, currently Associate Professor at UFSC)

3. Who is the main-contact? Please also provide an Email address.
   Tabajara Krausburg (tabajara.rodrigues@acad.pucrs.br)

4. How much time (developer hours) will you have invested (approximately) until the tournament?
   Approximately 200 developer hours by the time that the tournament starts.